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Design and synthesis of advanced materials for catalysis
Single atom catalysis

2D material supported nanoparticles

MOF-based catalysts

We have developed a microwaveassisted synthesis of ZrP supported
Ru nanoparticles that possess the
anadem morphology, as shown in the
TEM images below. The catalyst could
catalyze the hydrogenation reaction
of acetophenone to selectively
produce 1-cyclohexyl-ethanol. We
have also used the combined catalyst
of Ru and Pd to selectively yield
ethylcyclohexane.

The microporous Zr-based MOFs are known
for their high stability, however, the
micropores and high crystallinity limited
their applications in catalysis. To overcome
this issue, we have introduced mesopores
into the microporous UiO-66 to create the
hierarchically porous material (HP-MOF).
The HP-MOF demonstrated very high
efficiency in the oxidative desulfurization of
fuel at room temperature.

Students in the Zhang lab will receive both bench work
and research skill trainings. Students will be trained with
various synthetic skills, such as air-free synthesis using
Schlenk line and Glovebox, hydrothermal and
solvothermal synthesis. Students will also be trained with
a line of characterization skills, such as UV-Vis, FTIR,
luminescence characterizations, and surface area and pore
size determinations. Students will also be able to access
the university owned facilities, such as electron
microscopes (SEM, TEM), and the NMR center. The
students in the Zhang group will be exclusive trained with
X-ray techniques, including powder X-ray diffraction and
Single-Crystal X-ray technique for the structural
characterizations of small molecules and crystalline
materials.
Students will also be trained with reading, writing and
presentation skills through the preparation of literature
review for group meeting presentations, preparation of
manuscript for publication, and present in division
seminars, respectively.
Students would also be trained with management skills
through the operation of the lab, for example, maintaining
the normal operation of the lab, managing lab duties of
lab members, maintaining the inventory of chemicals and
consumables, practicing safety protocols and waste
management.

Introduction
The Zhang group is an inorganic/materials chemistry
group. We focus on the design and development of
advanced functional materials for the applications in
catalysis and sensing. The goal for the catalysis projects is
to develop catalysts that could catalyze small molecule
transformations more efficiently under mild reaction
conditions with low-cost. The goal for the sensing project is
to design luminescent materials that are capable of
sensing toxic and explosive dangerous materials under
harsh conditions.
The catalysis project consists of three sub-projects: 1)
Single-atom catalysis, where atomically dispersed
transition metal species, such as Ru, Pd, Pt, Cu, are
supported by metal oxide support forming a solid solution.
The single-atom species are very efficient catalysts which
could catalyze organic reactions under very mild reaction
conditions.1 2) 2D material supported nanoparticles, where
stable two-dimensional materials, such as zirconium
phosphate (ZrP) are used as the support for transition
metal nanoparticles, such as Ru, Pd, and Pt. The 2D
materials enables the supported catalysts with unique
morphologies which enhanced the selectivity of the
catalyst in catalytic hydrogenation reactions.2 3) Metal–
organic Framework (MOF) based catalysts. In this project,
we have successfully developed a facile method to
synthesize MOF materials that possess hierarchical
pores.3 The formation of the hierarchical pores not only
provides assorted pore sizes for substrates to shuttle in
and out, but also creates coordination unsaturated metal
sites, which serve as the catalytic active centers. These
Lewis acid catalysts are very promising materials in the
catalytic transformation of small molecules. The MOF
materials are found to be very efficient catalysts in the
oxidative desulfurization of fuels.4-6
In the sensing project, we mainly focus on the
development of tetraphenylethene (TPE) based small
molecules and polymeric materials. TPE based molecules
are known for their aggregation induced emission
behavior, which have been widely used in bioimaging and
other applications. We have successfully developed TPE
based small molecules for explosives sensing,7 and TPE
based MOFs for the sensing of common solvents.8

Single-atom catalysts are
more active owing to their
small sizes. The high surface
energy enables them with
unique properties in catalysis.
We have synthesized ZnOZrO2 bimetal oxide supported
Pd single atoms, supported by
the TEM analysis as shown
below. The material could
catalyze Suzuki Coupling
reaction in high efficiency and
under very mild conditions.

The X-band ESR spectra shows that the high
activity of the HP-MOF is originated from
the generation
of OH radicals
rather than the
super
oxide
radical, shown
in the image on
the right.

Design and synthesis of advanced materials for sending
In the development of TPEbased materials, we have
synthesized two small molecules
with nitrile functional groups.
The crystal structures are show
in the upper image on the right.
Both small molecules are
capable of selectively sensing
explosives. The selectivity is
more than 30 time higher for the
high explosive molecule, lower
image.

We have recently designed a
low-symmetry TPE based
ligand, which could coordinate
with Cd clusters to form
polymeric
metal-organic
materials, upper image. The
two new materials both
possess Cd4 clusters, yet their
luminescent behaviors are very
different when submerged into
different common solvents,
lower image.
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